
Event Report   

 

Diwali 2022 celebration  

  

Diwali is a festival of lights & symbolizes the spiritual “victory of light over 
darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance. The name ‘Deepavali’ 

literally means an ‘array of lights’. To make the students understand the importance of 

Diwali, the Students Union of SDNB VAISHNAV COLLEGE organized a celebration 

in the college campus on October 21,2022 with much vigor and enthusiasm. The 

events took place before the Krishna statue inside the college campus during the 

break hours of both shift-1 (9:50 AM) and Shift-2 (2:40 PM).  The Student union vice 

President Shift-1 Isha Roze.A began the event with a warm welcoming and Ramya 

from MSC.CHEMISTRY performed a divine classical welcome dance giving the 

celebrations a good start. 

 

Then the dancers of  BCOM A&F spiced up the event with a graceful diwali folk dance. 

Not only the UG departments, the PG students of MA ENGLISH department also gave 

a ecstatic dance performance. With a creative idea of enacting the story behind the 

festival of Diwali to the current  youth generation, the Department of BCOM GENERAL 

for Shift-1 and BCOM BIM for Shift-2 portrayed and presented a perfectly scripted play 

to the students with Amazing costumes for their respective characters. The students 

performed brilliantly with great acting and dialogues that gave goosebumps to the 

entire audience. For Shift-1 the Diwali celebration ended with a energetic dance 

performance by BCOM CS Department students. 

The event was held separately for the Shift-2 students at 2:40 PM, at the same spot 

near the Krishna statue and the celebrations reveled as it happened for Shift-1 

students as the department students of BCOM A&F, BCOM GENERAL, MSC 

CHEMISTRY, BCOM BIM all bolstered the culturals  with their exceptional dance 

performances and plays. The event was a great success with lots of Diwali vibes and 

festivities. 



 

 

 



 


